
Santa Express Treat Bag
Created by Diane Evans - Stampin With Diane

https://stampinwithdiane.typepad.com/

Supply List
To shop for supplies, click here: https://s.tamp.in/vcjpAm

Measurements
● Basic White Thick:  White 4 ¼” x 6 (10.8 cm x 14.2 cm).  Score at 3” (7.1) on 6” (14.2 cm) side.

● Basic White:  4” x 5” (10 cm x 12 cm) for images, 1” x 3 ½” (2.8 cm x 9 cm)

for sentiment.

● Basic Gray: 1” x 5” (1.5 cm x 12 cm)

● Santa Express DSP:  4” x 2 ¾” (10.2 cm x 13.8 cm)

Stamped images are © Stampin’ Up! Projects are created for you by the Crafty Collaborations team. You are welcome to use this document for your personal projects,
but please do not distribute it physically or electronically to customers, demonstrators, or others without the express permission of the creators. Happy stamping!
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Instructions
1. Cut Basic White 4 ¼” x 6”.  Score at 3” on 6” side

2. Fold in half and use the basic border die to cut a bag topper.

3. Cut Santa Express DSP 4” x 2 ¾”.

4. Using Same Basic Border Die cut a DSP layer.

5. Attach layer to front flap of bag topper.

6. Stamp images of Santa Express in memento ink.  Cut out images with Dies.

7. Colour with Stampin’ Blends.

8. Cut train track from 1” x 5” Basic Gray.  Attach to front flap.

9. Attach to bag topper with Dimensionals.

10. Cut Basic White 1” x 3 ½” and Diecut largest Banner from the Stylish Shapes Dies.

11. Stamp Sentiment in Poppy Parade.

12. Attach image on right of Banner.

13. Attach to enveloper with Dimensionals.

14. Stuff treat Bag.

15. Apply Tear and Tape to inside of Bag Topper. And attach to envelope to close.

16. Garnish with embellishments as desired.

Video
To watch a video of this project, click here: https://youtu.be/OvJ8J5K_VQ4
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